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Refraction and Lenses

1

Refraction of Light

Refraction occurs when light passes 
between transparent mediums.    
This causes two things to happen.

2. Light changes speed

1. Light changes direction
(unless direction is along normal)
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Index of Refraction
Index of refraction is a measure of a medium’s “optical density” 
and indicates how much the light will slow down in that medium

n = cv
n = index of refraction

c = speed of light in a vacuum
c = 3.0 ×108  m / s

v = speed of light in the medium

For example the speed of light as it 
travels through glass is 2.0 x 108 m/s.

nglass = c
vglass

= 3.0 ×108  m / s
2.0 ×108  m / s

nglass = 1.50
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medium index (n)
vacuum 1.00

air (STP) 1.0003
water (20˚ C) 1.33

acetone 1.36
glycerine 1.47

cooking oil 1.48

crown glass 1.52
quartz 1.54
plastic 1.55

flint glass 1.61
sapphire 1.89
zircon 1.92

cubic zirconia 2.21
diamond 2.42

Indices of Refraction

for yellow sodium light
(589 nanometer wavelength)
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Snell’s Law
Snell’s Law predicts the amount 
that light bends as it passes from 
one transparent medium to 
another. Light always obeys 
Fermat’s Principle of Least Time
when it refracts.

click for applet click for applet

Mechanical analogies

click for applet
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click for 
applet

Snell’s Law

indicates 
speed

indicates 
direction

Newton argued incorrectly that light 
accelerates (getting faster) entering a 
medium like glass from air.

Christian Huygens argued that light 
slows down entering a medium like glass 
from air. In 1850, French physicist 
Foucault proved this to be correct.

About 1621 Willebrord Snell found that 
the ratio of sines predicts the amount of 
refraction from one media to another.

Alhazen of Basra, ~1000 A.D.

n1 sinθ1 = n2 sinθ2

θ1

θ2

lower n
faster v
larger θ

higher n
slower v
smaller θ
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75˚ 75˚

20˚

Snell’s Law
Example: A ray of light in air enters a prism, with index of 
refraction 1.6, at and angle of 40˚, as shown. Determine the path 
of light into and out of the prism.

Honors example: try that again 
for the prism below (n = 1.6)

n1 sinθ1 = n2 sinθ2
(1.0)sin 40˚= 1.60sinθ2

sinθ2 =
(1.0)sin 40˚
1.60

= 0.4017

θ2 = sin
−1(0.4017) = 23.7˚

θ3 = 90˚−(180˚−60˚−(90˚−θ2 ))
θ3 = 60˚−23.7˚= 36.3˚
(1.6)sin 36.3˚= 1.0sinθ4
θ4 = sin

−1 1.6sin 36.3˚( ) = 71.4˚

60˚

60˚60˚

40˚

Answer: 29.0˚
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Lens Basics

Converging (Convex) Lens

Diverging (Concave) Lens

F

F

Lens Types
Lens focal length depends on:
• shape (concavity, convexity)
• material (index of refraction)
• surrounding material (underwater lens)
• design (Fresnel lens)

Lighthouse Lens Fresnel Lens
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Lens & Magnification Equation, Sign Conventions

Note: magnification sign does not indicate image size. 
If |M| < 1 image is smaller, |M| > 1 image is larger.

Sign conventions è Positive Negative

object distance

image distance

focal length

lens type

image height

magnification

REAL object, in front of lens VIRTUAL object

REAL image, behind lens VIRTUAL image, in front of lens

REAL focus, behind lens VIRTUAL focus, in front of lens

CONVERGING or CONVEX DIVERGING or CONCAVE

UPRIGHT INVERTED

UPRIGHT INVERTED

1
f
= 1
do

+ 1
di

M = − di
do

= hi
ho

object real image
positive di

virtual image
negative di

lens
object

virtual image
negative di

real image
positive di

mirror

signs for lens images signs for mirror images
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Ray Diagrams - Lenses
Principal Rays
An  incident ray parallel to the 
principal axis, refracts through, 
or from, the focal point.
An incident ray through, from, or 
towards the focal point, refracts 
parallel to the principal axis.
An incident through the center of 
the lens, refracts straight ahead.

Surendranath simulation

Eye 
position 

for seeing 
virtual 
images
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Type Size Orientation Location

DIVERGING
(concave)

LENS

CONVERGING
(convex)

Image
Object
Position

between 
lens and F virtual larger upright

in front of lens
| di | > do

between F
and 2F real larger inverted

behind, past 2F
di > do

at 2F real same inverted behind, at 2F
di = do

beyond 2F real smaller inverted behind, btw F & 2F
di < do

anywhere virtual smaller upright in front of lens
| di | < do

Lens Summary

Can you think of a practical application for each scenario?
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Two Lens Systems (Honors only)
The distance between the eyepiece and objective lens in a typical compound microscope 
is 28.3 cm.  The focal length of the eyepiece is 3.0 cm and the focal length of the 
objective lens is 0.50 cm.  A specimen (the object) is placed 0.51 cm in front of the 
objective lens.  Where is the final image located and what is its final magnification?

1
fobj

=
1
do1

+
1
di1

1
0.50

=
1

0.51
+

1
di1

di1 = +25.5 cm

1
feye

=
1
do2

+
1
di2

1
3.0

=
1

28.3− 25.5
+

1
di2

di2 = −42 cm

M1 = −
di1
do1

= −
25.5
0.51

= −50

M 2 = −
di2
do2

= −
−42
2.8

= +15

M = M1 × M 2

M = (−50)(+15) = −750

final image is virtual
final image is inverted

note: diagram is not to scale
click for 
applet

click for 
applet
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Total Internal Reflection

θc

AIR

WATER

click for applet
click for applet
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Critical Angle

θc

AIR

WATER
Critical Angle

θr = 90˚

Total Internal Reflection occurs 
if light tries to refract into a less 
optically dense medium than it 
starts in, and only if the incident 
angle exceeds the critical angle. 
For example, light can totally 
internally reflect within water 
as it attempts to refract out into 
air if θ1 > θc. It can never do 
T.I.R. going from air to water.

n1 sinθ1 = n2 sinθ2

n1 sinθc = n2 sin90˚

sinθc =
n2
n 1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

θc = sin
−1 n2

n 1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

θc = sin−1 1
n 1

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

(for air)

To find the critical angle use Snell’s Law:

θc = sin
−1 1
1.33

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ =48.8˚
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TIR Applications -Fiber Optics

ENDOSCOPES
USING TIR
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Other TIR Applications

“FRUSTRADED” TIR

DUAL PRISM BINOCULARS

PERISCOPE
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